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Reinstatement Candidate Credentialing Exam Performance: Evaluating the Persistence of Misinformed Responses on Multiple Choice Items
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Research about repeated testing has revealed that retaking the same exam form generally does not advantage or disadvantage failing candidates in selected response-style credentialing exams. Feinberg, Raymond, and Haist (2015) found a contributing factor to this phenomenon: people answering items incorrectly on both attempts give the same incorrect response about 2/3 of the time. They concluded that examinees are misinformed, rather than uninformed, about these items. The current research investigated whether reinstatement candidates followed similar patterns. Reinstatement candidates are people that obtain a credential, later discontinue the credential, then retake the exam to regain the credential. Data came from a major certification exam program in medical imaging. Candidates' reinstatement attempts had questions in common with their earlier passing attempts. Results showed that, similar to Feinberg et al., candidates answering questions incorrectly on both passing and reinstatement attempts gave the same incorrect response 65.7% of the time. It appears that professional misconceptions are persistent for numerous years. Other patterns of correct and incorrect responses were consistent when considering the results of both Feinberg et al. and recent research on reinstatement candidates. Results concerning changes in the time spent on each question, however, were different from Feinberg et al. The current study found no substantial patterns in response time change between subsequent attempts for items seen previously. This could have to do with the fact that the items in common between the two exam attempts were only a portion of the larger exam form.

Introduction

Extensive research has investigated the effects of giving credentialing exam candidates the same versus a different parallel form for a retake attempt of a selected response exam. Results have largely found that, for candidates failing a first attempt, receiving the same scored form does not greatly advantage or disadvantage retake candidates (Geving, Webb, & Davis, 2005; O’Neill, Sun, Peabody, & Royal, 2015; Raymond, Neustel, & Anderson, 2007; Raymond, Neustel, & Anderson, 2009; Wood, 2009). These results have been useful to boards crafting exam retake policies. Such findings are also useful in making form publication guidelines for small-sample programs, as gathering additional data by republishing a scored
exam form can be statistically advantageous for item response theory-style linking and equating (Babcock & Hodge, 2020).

More recent research by Feinberg, Raymond, and Haist (2015; herein referred to as Feinberg et al.) investigated item-level data to answer why repeat candidates are not advantaged by taking the same form versus a parallel form. Results showed that more items changed from incorrect to correct on the second attempt compared to the number of items that went from correct to incorrect. Candidates had a decrease in response time for the incorrect to correct items, whereas those same candidates had an increase in time spent on the correct to incorrect items. This indicates that candidates may indeed remember and study certain items, but the effects were not advantageous compared the score gains observed with using parallel forms.

One of the most interesting findings of Feinberg et al., however, was their analysis of items that candidates marked incorrectly on both attempts. The researchers found that candidates responding incorrectly to the same item twice picked the same incorrect distractor in 68% of cases. The chances of picking the same incorrect distractor with a random guessing mechanism from a four-option multiple-choice item (removing the correct option as a possibility) are only 33%. The fact that the observed percentage is substantially greater than chance led the authors to conclude that, for many items, exam candidates harbor misconceptions that result in repeating incorrect answers. This phenomenon may be a contributor as to why repeating the same form does not seem to advantage candidates in a credentialing context.

Feinberg et al. revealed excellent insights into retesting behavior and is one of the best studies to date on the topic. Just as with any study, there were some questions that were not answered by Feinberg et al. Two questions concerning credentialing exam retake behavior had to do with score distributions and lag time between attempts. First, because Feinberg et al. focused on initial credentialing retake candidates, the study only included people with low initial attempt scores. This is expected, as most boards' retake policies prevent passing candidates from retaking an exam. It is unclear whether the patterns found in their research will be replicable in a population that has higher scores on the initial attempt studied. Second, the exam attempts for Feinberg et al. were one year apart. It is unclear whether the pattern of harboring misconceptions will persist for longer amounts of time.

Past research in a medical certification context has also shown that exam performance generally declines over time (Leigh, Young, & Haley, 1993). Past research has further shown that there can be a general degradation in factual knowledge in many individuals as they age (Brannon, Koubeck, & Voss, 2008). It is unclear whether reinstatement candidates will follow these same patterns, wherein longer lag times between exams will correlate with lower reinstatement exam performance.

Reinstatement Candidates

Reinstatement candidates can provide researchers with the opportunity to examine both whether misconceptions persist for longer amounts of time and to see whether other trends in repeat response behavior are similar with a population that scored higher on an earlier attempt. Reinstatement candidates successfully achieve a credential, discontinue that credential, then later retake an examination to regain status as credentialed. People may discontinue credentials for a variety of reasons, including changing careers, failing to comply with renewal requirements, or having a credential revoked based on an ethics violation (Freed, Abraham, & Brzoznowski, 2007). These candidates could, in theory, share some exam items between their passing attempts and reinstatement attempts.

Relatively little has been published in the peer-reviewed literature about the performance of reinstatement candidates. This is not surprising, as many credentialing programs do not have enough reinstatement candidates for a meaningful study. In one of the few studies on the topic, Babcock (2021) found that reinstatement candidates performed substantially worse than both initial certification candidates and the reinstatement candidates' own passing attempt. While these performance differences varied in degree by content, reinstatement candidates performed worse in every section of content for the exam studied. Reinstatement candidates did, however, perform better than failing initial exam candidates taking subsequent attempts.
Current Study

We will conduct similar analyses to those by Feinberg et al. for reinstatement candidates. There were two research questions that we sought to answer. First, what are the patterns in the same item responses for reinstatement candidates compared to the candidates passing attempt? Second, for items where reinstatement candidates respond incorrectly on both attempts, what percentage of responses were the same incorrect answer on both attempts?

Method

Data

Data in this study came from 683 reinstatement candidates from a major certification program in medical imaging. This certification program is accredited by the NCCA (Institute for Credentialing Excellence, 2020) for adhering to high-quality credentialing standards, including those for testing and measurement. Candidates took the exam as reinstatement candidates between January 1, 2016 and May 5, 2020. All candidates had an earlier passing attempt on or after the year 2000, which is when the certification program began administering exams with computer delivery. The median lag time between the passing attempt and the reinstatement attempt was 9.8 years. Table 1 contains additional descriptive statistics about lag time.

The certification exam had 200 scored items. We eliminated items that were of response types other than multiple choice, such as sorted list and select multiple, from this analysis to maintain comparability with Feinberg et al. Because of the significant time lag between passing and reinstatement attempts, only some of the items on the exam were the same. The median number of items shared between the two attempts was 15. While this is not a great number of responses for an individual, combining across all candidates yielded 10,749 responses. Table 1 contains additional descriptive statistics about the items in common between the passing and reinstatement attempts.

In order to see how the exam program in question compared to the program studied by Feinberg et al., we also conducted all analyses using first-time and repeat candidates (i.e., non-reinstatement candidates). A total of 4,737 repeat candidates took the exam between January 1, 2016 and May 5, 2020. These candidates shared a total of 132,041 responses between their first attempts and repeat attempts. While not the central focus of this study, analyses of this group will help create a context for the results of the reinstatement candidates.

Analyses

The first set of analyses will be general analyses of reinstatement and first-time candidate performance. First, we compared the reinstatement candidates’ initial passing attempt performance to the performance of other test takers in that same time period. The purpose of this analysis is to see whether reinstatement candidates’ base performance is typical or atypical of all exam candidates. Second, we conducted analyses of exam performance and the lag time between the initial passing attempt and reinstatement attempt. These analyses will help to see whether the amount of raw lag time is a significant factor in exam performance (as in past studies).

The second set of analyses, which is the main focus of this study, will concentrate on individual answers. First, we classified responses into four response pattern categories based on whether candidates responded as correct or incorrect on the earlier attempt and correct or incorrect on the later attempt. Second, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the change in response time for the items in each of these response categories. Third, for only those responses where there was an incorrect answer on both attempts, we calculated the percentage of responses where candidates marked the same incorrect answer on both attempts. Finally, for the reinstatement candidates only, we calculated a Pearson correlation to see if the amount of time lag correlated with the proportion of incorrect answers selecting the same response on both attempts.

Results

Comparing Reinstatement Candidates’ Initial Passing Attempt to Other Exam Candidates

Table 2 contains some basic descriptive statistics on scaled score for initial exam attempts during the time period when the reinstatement candidates passed
Table 1. Basic Descriptive Statistics for Reinstatement Candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Lag between Passing and Reinstatement Attempts (Years)</th>
<th>N Items in Common between Passing and Reinstatement Attempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Quartile</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Quartile</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Overall Scaled Score Exam Performance for Initial Attempts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>First Quartile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Third Quartile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Exam Attempts</td>
<td>82.40</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Time Candidates' Attempts</td>
<td>84.13</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinstatement Candidates' Initial Passing Attempt</td>
<td>84.25</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the initial exam. As one can see, the mean and quartiles are very similar for the reinstatement candidates’ initial passing attempt and the performance of all first-time candidates. The reinstatement candidates’ initial passing attempt scores were generally a bit higher than all exam attempts. The standard deviation of the reinstatement candidates’ exams was somewhat lower than the first-time candidates because the reinstatement candidate scores only included passing scores. We also conducted an analysis of reinstatement candidates’ first attempts (not included in the table). There was not much of an effect on the statistics displayed here; around 90% of the reinstatement candidates had indeed passed on their first initial exam attempts.

In order to see if there were any more complex effects, we also conducted a linear regression using initial passing score, lag time, and the interaction between initial passing score and lag time to predict the score on the reinstatement attempt. While initial passing score was, unsurprisingly, a significant predictor of reinstatement score, neither the main effect nor the interaction involving lag time were significant predictors of reinstatement score.

Individual Answers: Repeat Candidate Performance (Non-Reinstatement)

Table 3 contains the analysis of repeat candidates. The percentage of responses in each of the four response pattern categories was similar to Feinberg et al. The largest proportion of responses was both correct, followed by both incorrect, followed by incorrect to correct, and last by correct to incorrect. The net performance increase found by Feinberg et al. (percent incorrect to correct minus percent correct to incorrect) was 4.7%. This study's net change was within 1% of Feinberg et al. at 5.6% net improvement. Among the items incorrect on both attempts, Feinberg et al. found that around 68% of the incorrect responses were the same distractor on both attempts. The repeat candidates in this study responding incorrect on both...
Individual Answers: Reinstatement Candidate Performance

Table 4 contains the results of the response pattern analysis. Consistent with Feinberg et al., the largest percentage of responses was the category in which candidates marked a correct response on both attempts. The current study found a larger percentage of items in this category than Feinberg et al. That is an expected result given that the first time point for responses was a passing attempt in this study instead
of a failing attempt in Feinberg et al. Also relatively consistent with Feinberg et al. was that the percentage of items going from incorrect to correct was relatively close to the percentage of items that were incorrect on both attempts.

There were, however, some differences between the Feinberg et al. results and the current reinstatement results. The first difference is with the relative percentages of items that changed from correct to incorrect or incorrect to correct on subsequent attempts. Feinberg et al. found that there were more items that changed from incorrect to correct than that changed from correct to incorrect. The difference amounted to a 4.7% increase in overall percent correct. In contrast, this study found that, among reinstatement candidates, there were more items that went from correct on the passing attempt to incorrect on the reinstatement attempt rather than incorrect to correct. The difference amounted to a 7.9% decrease in exam performance.

The second difference is with response times. Feinberg et al. found that items answered correctly on the second attempt tended to have slightly faster response times, and items answered incorrectly on the second attempt had slightly slower response times. In contrast, this study found very little change in mean response time based on whether an item was correct or incorrect. In fact, the greatest difference in mean response time found for reinstatement candidates (incorrect to correct items) was close in absolute value to the smallest mean response time difference from Feinberg et al. (correct to correct items). The standard deviations in response time change were also substantially lower in the current study and relatively similar across all response pattern categories.

As a final set of analyses, this study examined the responses that were incorrect on both attempts to see what percentage of people responded incorrectly with the same response option. This study found that 65.7% of responses that were incorrect on both passing and reinstatement attempts had the same incorrect answer. This percentage is quite close to the 68% found by Feinberg et al. The correlation between the percentage of same incorrect responses and time lag between passing and reinstatement attempts was not significantly different from zero (z = .01) when using all candidates and when using only candidates with 5 or more incorrect responses on both attempts. This result is consistent with Babcock (2021), which found that time lag between passing and reinstatement attempts was not strongly related to reinstatement performance.

**Discussion**

This research sought to extend the work of Feinberg et al. by examining item-level data for reinstatement candidates on credentialing exams taking the same items after a time lag between passing and reinstatement attempts. An analysis of non-reinstatement repeat candidates showed that the correct and incorrect response patterns were relatively consistent to those reported in Feinberg et al., demonstrating that the certification exam programs were comparable in performance. It also demonstrates that the correct/incorrect performance results in Feinberg et al. generalize to other close-in-time initial certification retake contexts.

Initial analyses of the data revealed two points of context for this study. First, the initial passing exam performance of reinstatement candidates was comparable to first-time candidate performance. While the circumstances around their certification status make them quite different, it appears that reinstatement candidates are quite similar to candidates at large when it comes to initial certification exam performance. Second, the time lag between the initial and reinstatement attempt did not appear to be an influential factor on reinstatement score. While this finding is contrary to past research concerning time lag and exam performance (e.g., Leigh, Young, & Haley, 1993; Brannon, Koubeck, & Voss, 2008), it is consistent with past research on reinstatement candidates (Babeck, 2021). There are numerous potential possibilities for this finding, including the fact that lag time between exams is not the same as the amount of time out of practice. One person with an exam lag time of six years could have spent four of those six years out of practice, while another person with an exam lag time of 20 years may have only been out of practice for a few months due to issues such as continuing education compliance.

Analyses also showed that several interesting results from Feinberg et al. replicated in the reinstatement population. First, the largest percentage of items were those that people responded to correctly
on both attempts. This result is indicative that, whether exam attempts are relatively close in time for initial certification or separated by a substantial amount of time as reinstatement attempts, people that are qualified to take credentialing exams have and maintain a base level of construct-relevant knowledge. Second, the percentage of items that changed from incorrect to correct was relatively close to the percentage of items that remained incorrect on both attempts. A chance response mechanism for four-option multiple choice items would dictate that this ratio be closer to three-to-one in favor of both incorrect.

Finally, among those items that candidates responded to incorrectly on both attempts, around 2/3 of the incorrect responses in both studies used the same incorrect option. This is one of the most interesting findings from Feinberg et al., and it is remarkable that it generalizes to the reinstatement population. Feinberg et al. suggested that this large proportion of responding incorrectly twice using the same distractor indicated that candidates have misconceptions on certain topics that drive them to respond incorrectly in systematic ways. The phenomenon appearing in a reinstatement population pushes that conclusion further to suggest that some of these misconceptions can persist for a decade or even longer, even among higher-scoring candidates. Credentialing bodies could consider policy implications for maintaining a credential, such as targeted continuing education or continued assessment, given that these perceptions can persist for a long time. Such initiatives could help maintain and enhance the knowledge base of those certified and registered.

There were, however, some differences between results found by Feinberg et al. and those produced here in a reinstatement candidate population. First, reinstatement candidates had a net decrease in performance of 7.7%. Feinberg et al. found an increase in repeat candidate performance of 4.7%. This large difference in performance could be due to numerous factors that affect reinstatement candidates but not initial certification repeat candidates. Factors could include a larger time lag between administrations, a comparative lack of available study resources, and the amount of time potentially spent out of the job role. A limitation of the current study is that there were no data available about either the reason for people discontinuing or the amount of time that people spent not working in the given discipline. Past research has shown that the reason for discontinuing may influence reinstatement exam performance (Cain, Davignon, Henzel, Ciccone, & Young, 2014). Furthermore, the reinstatement population always had a passing attempt as the past comparison exam attempt. From a statistical standpoint, it may be more difficult for higher-scoring individuals to maintain those scores on a subsequent attempt compared to lower-scoring failing candidates.

Another key difference was in the findings with response time. While Feinberg et al. found meaningful differences in response time based on the pattern of correct versus incorrect on the two attempts, this study found little in the way of response time patterns in either reinstatement candidates or repeat candidates. While there could be numerous reasons for this, we propose that one key difference in the design of Feinberg et al. and the current study may be driving the different response time results. The results analyzed in Feinberg et al. consisted of repeat candidates taking an intact set of scored multiple choice items. The current study harvested the selected items that two exams had in common, which was less than 20% of the test. Having a smaller number of previously seen items embedded among a longer test may make it more difficult for candidates to recognize that they have seen the items before compared to seeing all of the same items again.

As with any study, this study has some limitations. We will discuss four. First, this study examined smaller numbers of items in common from among a longer exam. Results could have differed if the reinstatement candidates had taken the same 200 item exam form twice. Such a study may be impossible to conduct, however, as there tends to be a substantial time lag between passing and reinstatement attempts. Changes in the credentialing program’s content specifications over such long periods of time would necessitate that reinstatement candidates take a different exam form. Second, as previously stated, there were no data available concerning the reasons for candidates discontinuing their credentials. Data were also unavailable concerning how long reinstatement candidates were out of practice in medical imaging. These sorts of data could reveal valuable insights into how reinstatement candidates respond to previously viewed items. Future research should more thoroughly
explore such issues. Third, due to the timing of exams transitioning from paper-and-pencil to computer-based testing, the year 2000 was as far back in time as the passing attempts could go. That limited the largest possible time lag to around 20 years, with 75% of candidates having a time lag of 13.1 years or less. It is possible that the effects found in this paper could be different for longer time lags between passing and reinstatement attempts, such as 30 or more years. Finally, due to the fact that reinstatement candidates were both from a different population and scored higher than previous research populations on their passing attempts, it is somewhat unclear which effects may be due to candidates being higher scorers versus being reinstatement candidates per se. A retake study looking at candidates taking the same items for maintaining a credential (often called recertification) could provide insights. A retake study using higher scoring initial certification candidates retaking the same test items could also reveal this. This second type of study is, however, a study that is probably infeasible for reasons of exam security.

This study examined the correct and incorrect answer behavior among items that reinstatement candidates had viewed on a previous passing attempt. Results showed a pattern of correct and incorrect responses that is consistent with past research when combining the results of Feinberg et al. and Babcock (2021). Results also showed that, like Feinberg et al., around two thirds of the items where reinstatement candidates respond incorrectly twice are incorrect with the same distractor. This high percentage highlights that job-related misperceptions can continue for one or more decades. The persistence of these misperceptions underscores the importance for continuing education, assessment at multiple time points, or other initiatives that credentialing programs can implement to enhance the practice of their constituents.
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